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Shakespeare wrote most of his English history plays during an era of considerable constitutional uncertainty. Elizabeth’s reign fell between the Henrician Reformation, which confirmed for Parliament a permanent place of political importance in English government, and a civil war which was fought to determine whether Crown or Parliament had priority. The fact that a king is both an individual and a symbol of the Crown has long been recognized in studies of the plays; as David Bevington has observed, dramatic “allusions to kings or queens . . . pertain to the office” as well as to the individuals.¹ Relations were often difficult between Elizabeth and her parliaments particularly over such issues as the succession, foreign policy, royal purveyors and monopolies.² There were in addition jurisdictional disputes between prerogative (i.e., royal) courts and common law courts.³ Given these contemporary circumstances, it is possible that the English history plays, just because they treat English history, explore a constitutional relationship among all branches of government in the process of dramatizing the events of particular reigns. Shakespeare, without necessarily being a polemicist (and certainly not an allegorist), may present particular kings, justices, lords, and commoners who sometimes in addition represent institutions and offices.

Certain premises must be stated, however, before this hypothesis can be explored. One premise is that an analogy can be drawn between the multifaceted role of king and the more abstract constitutional concepts of consultation (or representation) and justice. Lords and commoners could at times signify the principle of consultative process just as the king represents the Crown; in a similar vein, references to law and justice along with the presence of jurists could at times symbolize the third cornerstone of government. Another premise or assumption is that particular issues or views need not be directly reflected in the plays; a general thematic concern with the relationship among people, Crown, and law could reflect the general political climate of London and Westminster in the 1590's. Finally, though an article provides space for only a brief exploration of a topic that may be controversial and require lengthier demonstration, once granted this limitation, some generally accepted views on the sixteenth-century constitution can be surveyed along with possible reflections in several English history plays, particularly in Shakespeare's two tetralogies. The three branches of the constitution are discussed in the order followed
by Thomas Smith, the principal Elizabethan observer of the constitution: first Parliament, then the Crown, and finally the law.⁴

I. Parliament

Before discussing broad thematic parallels between the plays and the times, I wish to cite a few examples of Shakespeare’s general accuracy about constitutional matters. For example, parliamentary jurisdiction in several areas was well defined by the sixteenth century (according to Smith, pp. 48-49). These areas included, among others, determination of forms of succession and definition of doubtful rights. Shakespeare is therefore correct in showing that Somerset felt free to mock York’s social standing in the rose-plucking scene where he said of York, “We grace the yeoman by conversing with him” (IH6 2.4.81).⁵ But once York’s rights are restored by Henry in Parliament (3.1.164-71), York’s rank in society is no longer subject to the jibes of the nobility. Later, in 3 Henry 6, Parliament designates York as Henry VI’s heir in an attempt at resolving the York-Lancaster conflict. Subsequently, Margaret feels she has no choice but to take to the field, because only arms could negate an act established by king and Parliament (1.1.254-59).⁶ Parliament also had jurisdiction over taxes, a principle that had been established by the middle of the fourteenth century.⁷ Consequently, when Henry VI in a private audience authorized Suffolk to impose a tax of a tenth to pay for the voyage and wedding to Margaret of Anjou, he was overstepping his authority as king, an ill omen for his rule (IH6 5.5.93). The good Duke of Gloucester refers to the improper authorization in 2 Henry 6, revealing to the attentive listener or reader that though Suffolk had asked for less than Henry suggested, his action offended the Protector:

A proper jest, and never heard before,  
That Suffolk should demand a whole fifteenth  
For costs and charges in transporting her! (1.1.132-34)

And if the Protector was offended, so undoubtedly were many others, for even Gloucester’s enemy, Cardinal Beaufort, acknowledged Gloucester’s popularity (“What though the common people favor him,” [2IH6 1.1.157] ).

Though constitutional development during the course of the sixteenth century was not strictly linear, Parliament did mature as a legislative body, achieving many small gains towards independence from the Crown. Particularly in the years following the Henrician Reformation, the House of Commons became the more important of the two houses as the place where most bills were introduced and political issues were debated.⁸ For example, pressure from the Commons in 1589 forced Elizabeth to accept parliamentary assistance in devising regulations for royal purveyors.⁹ During the historical periods dramatized in the two tetralogies, however, the House of Lords was the dominant house. Therefore, the
two scenes in which Shakespeare dramatizes actual meetings of Parliament (1H6 3.1. and 3H6 1.1) correctly show assemblages of lords meeting with the king. However, at other times Shakespeare places particular emphasis on the opinions of the commons. In 2 Henry 6 Lord Salisbury says that the "commons" demand Suffolk's banishment for Gloucester's death (3.2.244), a demand which Henry immediately meets. In the deposition scene of Richard 2, Northumberland twice cites the "commons" as authority for proceeding against Richard (4.1.154 and 272). In Henry 5 the Archbishop of Canterbury greatly fears the bill urged by the "commons" which would deprive the Church of half its wealth (1.1.1-20). There are no comparable references to the opinions of the lords as a group in the plays.

Parliament by the sixteenth century embodied two potentially conflicting principles. It was summoned and dissolved by the king and therefore dependent upon him as a "High Court" of the king. It was at the same time a representative assembly whose authority was separate from and independent of the king because, as Thomas Smith wrote, every Englishman is understood to be present either in person or by delegate, so that "the consent of the Parliament is taken to be every man's consent" (p.49). Though "every man" actually meant every man of financial substance, since franchise was by no means universal, delegates considered themselves to be representatives of the whole nation not merely of separate localities (as was the case in France); the fact that delegates represented the whole nation made their decisions binding upon everyone. A distinction between a Parliament whose authority stemmed from the king and a representative body whose authority stemmed from the people was recognized by the terminology used in historical documents. When delegates of the realm were summoned by a king to join with him in devising legislation, such sessions were called meetings of "Parliament." But when there was any irregularity in successions which complicated the designation of the assembly being summoned by a particular king, then the body either was called the "Estates," or the three estates, or the groups were named. For example, the transition from the reign of Richard II to Henry IV was authorized in documents where the name "Parliament" was never mentioned. The sanctioning body was referred to as the "Estates." Shakespeare maintains the same distinction in the text of his plays: the word "Parliament" appears only in scenes where there is no question as to who is king: two meetings of Parliament are dramatized in Henry 6 (1H6 3.1 and 3H6 1.1) and are referred to in anticipatory remarks (1H6 2.4.117 and 2H6 5.3.25); several references to Parliament mark Henry V's taking final possession of the Crown (2H4 5.2 and 5.5 as well as H5 1.1). The entire play of Richard 2, on the other hand, including the deposition scene, contains no mention of Parliament except in a stage direction.
probably added by a subsequent editor, "Enter as to the Parliament."

Among the several illustrations of Henry V's "shape of a new man" once king, Raphael Holinshed includes the fact that shortly after Henry's being crowned he called a Parliament "in which diverse good statutes, and wholesome ordinances, for the preservation and advancement of the commonwealth were devised and established." Shakespeare particularly emphasizes this detail by having Henry twice repeat that he intends to summon Parliament and by then having the Lord Chief Justice and Lancaster affirm that Henry has kept his word. In Henry V's first appearance as king at the end of 2 Henry 4, he announces:

Now call we our high court of Parliament.

Our coronation done, we will accite,
As I before remembered, all our state. (5.2.134-42)

Lane. The King hath called his Parliament, my lord.

Ch.

Just. He hath. (5.5.103-04)

Shakespeare thus has Henry accord respect to Parliament in his first appearance as king when Henry was most anxious to 'pay the debt he never promised' by giving proof of his dramatic reformation. I suggest that Shakespeare's handling of Henry's transformation reflects the importance of Parliament in sixteenth-century England. Henry's words acknowledge in particular Parliament's two functions as king's "high court" and as representative assembly ("all our state"), with the latter being accorded the prominent final position.

In the group of English history plays which Shakespeare wrote before Elizabeth's death, Henry V is the king who is most secure on the throne. That such a strong king should have to take into account the opinions of a parliament would have been unthinkable in France where kings succeeded in almost eliminating the national assembly. This contrast between the French and English monarchies enters the plays in the person of Margaret, Henry VI's French wife, who constantly chafes at the restraints imposed on Henry by council members and Parliament. She had grown up under the French monarchy "which was a model to monarchs in its theory, its power, and its unconfined freedom of action; it was also a byword for tyranny." When Henry VI tells of being forced to name York his heir, Margaret replies: "Enforced thee! Art thou King, and wilt be for'd?" (3H6 1.1.237). Though their sentiments are in part disingenuous, York's sons Richard and Edward place blame for the civil wars on Margaret's French interpretation of the royal powers:

For what hath broach'd this tumult but thy pride?
Hadst thou been meek, our title still had slept,
And we, in pity of the gentle King,
Had slipp'd our claim until another age. (3H6 2.2.159-62)
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II. The Crown

One of the most urgent issues involving the Crown during Elizabeth's reign was the question of succession. For, as Thomas Smith wrote, the English prince "is the life, the head, and the authority of all things that be done in the realm of England" (p.63). A change of monarch could mean a significant change in the realm, as those who knew of the Henrician Reformation, the Marian Restoration, and the Elizabethan Settlement well understood. Yet one set procedure for regulating succession had not been established by either custom or statute. There was a strong belief in heredity as the determining factor in choosing a king a precedent favoring heredity as sole determinant was in fact established when Edward II's reign was dated from the death of his predecessor, not from the date of his coronation as had hitherto been the custom. But this precedent was greatly weakened by Edward's later deposition. The long list of possible successors to Elizabeth is ample evidence that the order of ascent was not certain; Robert Parsons, alias Robert Doleman, surveyed a list of claimants which encompassed descendants of at least twenty families. It is probably no coincidence therefore that each of Shakespeare's English history plays written before Elizabeth's death raises the issue of succession from Richard II through to Henry VII. While heredity is often emphasized, the plays also explore and increasingly emphasize other sanctions for authority such as popular support, military strength, and administrative abilities especially in terms of law and justice.

1 Henry 6 begins with heredity determining succession to the throne. The nobility is not concerned to designate a new king but rallies to the support of the infant Henry VI because he is heir to the deceased Henry V. Yet by the time Henry VI is confronted by York in Parliament, his being the son of Henry V is no longer sufficient basis for possessing the Crown Henry acknowledges that "the city favors" York (3H6 1.67); Warwick accuses Henry of military failure for losing the French territories won by his father (110); finally, Henry admits in an aside that his "title's weak" (138) and thereupon agrees to exclude his own son from the throne in favor of the House of York if he can remain on the throne throughout his lifetime. The new parliamentary title to the throne is challenged, however, first by Margaret, then by York. In the first tetralogy the crown does not come to rest securely on one head until the arrival of Richmond. He combines military strength with possession and allegedly genuine popular support in contrast to Richard III's semblance of support provided by Buckingham's claque at the Guildhall (see R3 3.7.34-40). Richmond asks his lords to "consult" with him on the upcoming battle (5.3.45); Richard's isolation, on the other hand, is emphasized both by the nightmare of curses from his victims and by Lord Stanley's
open defiance (343). In charging his soldiers, Richmond states: “those whom we fight against/ Had rather have us win than him they follow” (5.3.243-44). No one counters this assertion; subsequently, Richmond goes on to gain possession of the throne through military means.

In the second tetralogy, once King Richard undermines his right to the throne as designated heir of his grandfather by trying to deny Bolingbroke his inheritance (and thereby frightening the propertied lords), he quickly finds that he must resign the throne. In order to retain the popular support which enabled him to obtain the Crown, Richard’s successor Bolingbroke takes care to consult with his lords, to maintain at least the appearance of respect for the common people, and to see to the effective administration of justice (see section III). A contrast between Richard and Bolingbroke can be discerned throughout the play in terms of their attitudes towards lords and common people as well as in terms of the corresponding degree of support which they each can command.

First let us compare the relations of both men with the lords. Richard pressures Gaunt into giving advice (the banishment of his son) which he does not really support (1.3.237-46); Richard then ignores the heartfelt counsel of Gaunt and of York in 2.1. Even towards his “favorites,” Richard does not display much respect since he is quick to condemn without proof Bagot, Bushy, and Green for betraying him to Bolingbroke (3.2.127-34). Soon thereafter the Gardener reports that all the English Peers desert the king (3.4.85); in his moment of need, Richard is publicly defended only by the Archbishop of Carlisle (4.1.114-49). Henry IV, on the other hand, is shown to be attentive to his lords both individually and in council; the first scene of 1 Henry 4 opens and closes with Henry’s hearing a report of one Council meeting and preparing for another one (1.31 and 102). His care is repaid by the loyal service of a Walter Blunt, who rushes to his king with accurate information about events in Wales, and of a Warwick, whose worldly wisdom enables him to keep Henry from debilitating despair over the defections of Northumberland (2H4 3.1.80-92) and Prince Hal (4.5.87). One can similarly contrast Richard and Bolingbroke in their relations with common people. Where Richard in speaking of the lower orders evokes images of “poor craftsmen,” and an “oyster wench,” and a “brace of draymen” (R2 1.4.23-36), Bolingbroke speaks simply of “men” (1H4 3.2.46-52). Both Scoop (R2 3.2.112-20) and York (5.2.11-30) report that Richard is consistently unpopular among the common people. Bolingbroke, meanwhile, even in his weakest moment in 2 Henry 4, when he must raise three armies to defend England against the French and Glendower as well as against the Archbishop (1.3.70-73), can muster more support than can the rebels: at Gaultree, Henry’s men number a good 25,000 (11) or 30,000 (4.1.22), a number which equals or surpasses the number of men the Archbishop commands.
(1.3.67). Thus in practical terms, support by the people (both noble and common) seems to be a critical sanction for determining succession, since without support by lords and commoners neither Richard II, Henry IV, Henry VI, Richard III, nor Henry VII could retain the Crown. Popular support in turn seems to be associated with leaders who maintain a "constitutional" relationship with the lords by seeking and accepting counsel and according respect.

III. Law

In addition to showing a relationship between a king's attitude towards lords and commoners and the general support which a king commands, Shakespeare gives particular attention to a king's attitude towards the law and the effectiveness with which he oversees the administration of justice as further factors in determining a king's popularity.

The justice with which law is administered has always been a profound indication of the health of a society. Sixteenth-century England was proud of its common law tradition which, as Thomas Smith wrote, differed "from the policy or government at this time used in France, Italy, Spain, Germany and all other countries which do follow the civil law of the Romans compiled by Justinian into his pandects and code . . ." (pp. 142-43). What distinguished English law was the absence of an authoritative text; England's law was a system of case law with a procedure for change which required participation by both Crown and Parliament. Where continental monarchies were able to proclaim and administer law with little or no restraint from national assemblies, the English Parliament greatly increased in strength in the sixteenth century. While a system of administrative law did exist in the prerogative courts in England, this law had the status of extraordinary law which was applied in cases not covered by common law. Yet even in Chancery, the most prominent prerogative court in the sixteenth century, common lawyers made the law administered in the court "more like that of England than that of Rome" because, beginning with Sir Thomas More in 1529, common lawyers held the office of chancellor.20 Thus, despite tense moments, such as when Elizabeth wanted to have Secretary Davidson beheaded for forwarding the order to execute Mary Stuart, the belief persisted from Bracton through Cecil, Lord Burleigh, to Richard Hooker that all the Crown's proceedings must be limited by law.

Bracton: The king must not be under man but under God and under the law, because law makes the king.

Burleigh: I would be loath to live to see a woman of such wisdom as she is, to be wrongly advised . . . that her prerogative is above her law.

Hooker: . . . so is the power of the king over all and in all limited, that unto all his proceedings the law itself is a rule.21
Other Elizabethan playwrights stressed the impartial administration of the law as a characteristic of a good king. Peele's Edward I tells his Spanish wife:

No justice but the great runs, with the small . . .
Here [in myself] must the law begin . . .
Else Princes ought no other do,
Fair lady, then they would be done unto . . .

At the end of Marlowe's Edward II, the young king, around whom the lords reunite, tells his mother that he will administer justice impartially: "If you be guilty, though I be your son, / Think not to find me slack or pitiful . . ." Shakespeare makes more explicit the association between a king's attitude towards law, his administration of justice, and the general support which he enjoys. For example, when Henry VI's inadequate administration of justice is unable to keep Duke Humphrey alive even until the beginning of his trial, and when there exists the possibility of the murderer's going unpunished, Henry's commons are at the point of insubordination: "An answer from the king, or we will all break in!" (2H6 3.2.277). Only Henry's immediate acceptance of the commons' demand that Suffolk be banished or executed quiets the clamor. Henry sends word to the commons:

I thank them for their tender loving care;
And had I not been cited so by them,
Yet did I purpose as they do entreat. (279-81)

Edward IV's career, meanwhile, provides a slightly different perspective on the relationship between the king and the law. Despite his pledge to Warwick that he would always seek Warwick's counsel and consent (3H6 2.6.99-102), Edward IV alone determines to marry Lady Grey and to enrich Lord Hastings by a good marriage, two decisions which he justifies in the following terms:

I am Edward,
Your King and Warwick's, and must have my will. (4.1.15-16)
It was my will and grant;
And for this once my will shall stand for law. (48-49)

Edward's headstrong manipulation of the law to suit his own purposes drives away critical support. When both Warwick and Clarence abandon Edward, he forfeits the Crown. The loss is only temporary, however, for the alternative to a willful Edward was a figurehead Henry who had surrendered all power to Warwick and Clarence (4.6.41-42).

In dramatizing the deposition most well known in Elizabethan times, Shakespeare has Gaunt couch his most profound criticism of Richard II in terms of law. In reproaching Richard for "farming" out the kingdom, by which he meant leasing to others the revenues due the Crown in re-
turn for a fixed payment, Gaunt tells Richard: “Landlord of England art thou now, not king./ Thy state of law is bondslave to the law . . .” (R2 2.1.113-14). When Richard then seizes Gaunt’s wealth, Shakespeare presents this act as being in blatant disregard of legal procedure and makes it seem to be the key to Richard’s impending downfall. York declares:

Let not tomorrow then ensue today:  
Be not thyself. For how art thou a king  
But by fair sequence and succession? (197-99)

Thereafter, Richard’s successors, according to one of his most ardent adversaries, Hotspur, made legal reform the ploy by which he secured the support necessary to gain the Crown:

[He] takes on him to reform  
Some certain edicts and some straight decrees  
That lie too heavy on the commonwealth;  
Cries out upon abuses, seems to weep  
Over his country’s wrongs, and by his face,  
This seeming brow of justice, did he win  
The hearts of all that he did angle for . . . . (I4 4.3.78-84)

Some confirmation of Hotspur’s assertions about Henry’s effectiveness as head of the judiciary is provided in the two parts of Henry 4. While Falstaff and company are able to carry out a robbery, they are almost immediately located by the Sheriff (I4 2.4.480ff.). In addition, the Lord Chief Justice is so confident in 2 Henry 4 of the working of the legal system that he knows that Falstaff, whatever his intentions may be, has no real “power to do wrong” (2.1.128). Falstaff would be arrested if he could not persuade the Hostess to drop the charges she has brought against him (2.1.136-60). The Hostess, furthermore, is uneasy in 2.4. because she has been warned by “Master Tisick, the debuty [sic]” (83) about the reputation of her tavern; in the same scene Falstaff mentions an “indictment” against her for allowing meat to be served on fish days (339-42). And then the Hostess and Doll are arrested in 5.4. for the death of one or two people whom they had beaten (6, 17-18).

The king in Famous Victories of Henry the Fifth names the Lord Chief Justice to be protector of the realm while he is in France, much as Shakespeare’s Richard II names York governor in his absence without making any acknowledgement of York’s advice. But Shakespeare’s Henry V on becoming King pledges to the Lord Chief Justice.

You shall be as father to my youth.  
My voice shall sound as you do prompt mine ear,  
And I will stoop and humble my intents  
To your well-practis’d wise directions (2H4 5.2.118-21)

Instead of banishing the Lord Chief Justice from the court for having
once imprisoned him as prince, the new king tells his former chastiser that he will henceforth be his prime advisor. For greater emphasis, Henry repeats the pledge: "you, Father, shall have foremost hand" (140). In addition to the moral significance of Henry's seeking advice from a figure who is old and wise (Irving Ribner sees him as a symbol of sobriety, order and the justice upon which all good government is based), there is constitutional significance in the pledge because Henry is speaking of the relationship between king and chief justicer. In Henry 5 the Lord Chief Justice is not present as a character: but the king, nonetheless, makes a great show of being concerned with justice—in requiring justification from the Archbishop for his already claimed French title, in turning Scroop and company over to the law, and in applying martial law by ordering Bardolph and the prisoners executed. Many instances of Henry's concern with legality are clouded, however, by the surrounding circumstances; Henry's pledge to emphasize justice is not therefore applied in an entirely satisfactory manner. But from a constitutional viewpoint, Henry's feeling that public concern with law and justice is necessary to the Crown is significant in and of itself. Henry's preoccupation with proper legal appearances suggests the strength of the law as a potential restraint on the monarchy.

Though there can be no doubt that the Crown was the single most important element in the late sixteenth-century English constitution, Elizabeth nonetheless had to attend to the power and constitutional significance of Parliament and the system of common law. The relationship among the Crown, the people, and the law was of great interest and even urgency as the long Tudor reign was drawing to a close. Any question of the impact of the times in which he lives on an artist is exceedingly complex, particularly when external evidence is not available to confirm that correlations were intended between contemporary events and the plays. Notwithstanding, I think that we should expect to find constitutional issues reflected in Elizabethan literature, especially in plays which dramatize constitutional and political institutions.
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26 For instance, in explaining the execution of the prisoners, an act which Holinshed considered a "lamentable slaughter" (3.81-82). Gower makes it seem as if the prisoners were killed in retaliation for the robbery of the king's tent and not only because the French killed unarmed boys or because the prisoners posed a threat to the English (see HS 4.7.1-11). Gower's concluding praise might have an ironic edge.

27 Alfred Hart exaggerated to the point of inaccuracy when he wrote that "no monarch of England ever exercised such absolute power as 'good Queen Bess.' Autocracy was in her blood and the very breath of her nostrils. The term 'contrary to law' had no meaning when law came into conflict with her royal prerogative"; *Shakespeare and the Homilies* (Melbourne: Melbourne University
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